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Abstract
The rapid increase in digital media, specifically animation data,
from a variety of fields (video games, robotics, medical analysis)
has introduced new challenges. This includes, the managing and
searching of these huge unstructured animation libraries. In this
paper, we present an novel approach for identifying and matching
character features within animation libraries for poses or animationsegments to predict motions (e.g., responding to unforeseen disturbances in a virtual environments). We demonstrate simple pose
and pattern matching principles before going onto identifying and
searching for other feature characteristics, such as, mood and energy. Rhythmic properties are a central component that we use to
classify motion segments (e.g., Fourier analysis). We incorporating
different search features with pattern matching algorithms to reduce
look-up times and provide a helpful tool for artists and practitioners
- i.e., enabling the search and comparison of data outside the visual
eye.
Keywords: animation, patterns, motion, detection, segments,
poses, characters, articulated skeletons
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Introduction

Why would we need to search and match similar features within
animation databases? This could be for motion blending or mixing similar animations to accomplish targeted actions, automatic
categorization and organisation to identify faults or issues within a
motion. Animation data is used for a wide variety of fields, from
video games to medical analysis. The topic covers a diverse set of
animation systems. This paper, focuses specifically on character
animations - those with articulated rigid skeletons.
Rapid increase in digital character animation solutions. Everyday
in computer generated films, video games, robotics, and medical
analysis fields, we generate tera-bytes of key-frame animation data.
This information comes from motion capture data, artists, or procedural solutions. This is a huge untapped resource that provides valuable information. The challenge is efficiently organising the data
so we are able to search, identify and retrieve specific information.
With this in mind, motion pattern identification and re-targeting has
been an active area of research for the past two decades [Arikan
et al. 2003; Müller et al. 2009; Keogh et al. 2004].
The key contributions of this paper are: (1) search
and identify similar motions within a large database of key-frame
animations using a variety of feature classifications (e.g., overall
centre of mass frequency, energy, and joint displacement); (2) abil-

ity to instantly predict future motion patterns based on past behaviours;
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Related Work

The importance of the problem has resulted in a number of solutions
that automatically retrieve and classify motion data [Müller et al.
2005; Forbes and Fiume 2005; Keogh et al. 2004; Kovar and Gleicher 2004; Chiu et al. 2004]. The core difficulties evolve around
the fact that ‘similar’ animations may possess a number of differences (e.g., skeletal or numerical). A popular solution in the literature is to use motion representations to match semantically raw
data. Problems occur when posses are drastically different or we
need to identify sub-motions within an action (e.g., nervous disposition that sits on top of a fundamental animation, such as, walking
or climbing). A different approach, as used by Liu et al. [Liu et al.
2005] and Müller et al. [Müller et al. 2005], works by absorbing
spatial and temporal variations within the feature level to allow for
accurate motion comparison. In our approach, we focus on using
a variety of different feature comparison solutions to identify and
categorize different motions (e.g., searching for specific features
within a motion set, such as, a pose or an embedded emotion).
Pre-recorded animations, using motion capture technologies, introduces an era of realism that is difficult to emulate using other methods. Having said that, data-driven methods are the dominant solution for creating computer animations [Arikan et al. 2003; Cooper
et al. 2007; Pullen and Bregler 2002]. Rose et al. [Rose et al. 1998]
provided an annotation solution that grouped similar motions into
‘verb’ classes to search and synthesize new user controlled motions.
Notably, this was followed by the popular concept of motion graphics by Kovar et al. [Kovar et al. 2002]. After which a variety of annotation and hybrid methods appeared [Arikan et al. 2003; Müller
et al. 2009].

Contribution

∗

Figure 1: Tracking - Detecting individual poses or frame segments
in animations.
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Method

Articulated animated characters posses
a huge amount of flexibility.
Different animation libraries
may not necessarily contain skeletons with the same physicalcharacteristics, such as, number of joints, mass, or physical dimensions. Hence, to help identify and categorize different animations,
features include:
Feature Identification
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• joint angles (local and world transforms)
• displacement (end-effectors)

predictor, as shown below in Equation 1.


~ = θ~n + θ~n − θ~n+1 t
θ(t)

(1)

where θ~n and θ~n+1 represent animation frame n and n + 1, while
~ is the approximate linear prediction (t ∈ 0 : 1). For example,
θ(t)
joint angles are commonly stored as Euler angles in motion capture
format which can be linearly interpolated, while for other formats,
such as, quaternions, spherical linear interpolation is available.

Figure 2: High-Level Interconnected Elements - Storing indexes
and features for a large animation library allow for faster search
times.

Differences and Pose-Frame Matching For two sets of feature
data (i.e., one from the reference and one from the search data).
We need to determine a measurable value (ψ) between two animation frames. We accomplish this using the inner product, as shown
below in Equation 2.

• velocity and energy (overall or specific joints)
• global parameters (centre-of-mass and centre-of-pressure)
• frequency domain (e.g., Fourier transform [Unuma et al. 1995])
Specifying a
larger number of features reduces the classification error. However,
an increase number of features makes the algorithm less flexible and
requires greater search time. Another key thing to remember, is animation libraries may not always have all the search features. Since
animation libraries are diverse and store different information (e.g.,
number of degrees of freedom and time-space resolution). The feature of spine posture information might not be available within the
animation data set, but is important for a specific classification (see
Figure 3).

Number of Features vs Error and Search Times

ψ=

~
qr · ~
qn
|~
qr | |~
qn |

(2)

where ~
qr is the reference array of feature data and ~
qn is the corresponding frame feature data. Equation 2 allows us to see how the
features within an animation change over time.
ψn =

~
qn · ~
qn+1
|~
qn | |~
qn+1 |

(3)

Figure 4: Frame Feature Deviation - Plot of ψ from Equation 3 for
frame-frame feature changes. The spikes show abrupt pose changes
within the animation (e.g., trips and sudden impacts). The information also provides a visual means for searching for changes when
browsing an animation libraries.
Figure 3: Features and Error - As the number of features is increased the test error for identifying and classifying animation segments reduces.
A variety of
techniques are available for categorizing and identifying patterns in
multi-dimensional data sets. For example, adaptive solutions, such
as, Neural Networks - and signal analysis methods, such as, Fourier
transforms [Unuma et al. 1995].
Training Optimisation or Statistical Methods

Key-frame animation libraries are store
discrete form (i.e., incremental time-slices). We might have situations that require us to search for in between frames. Intermediate
frames between two poses and gives the appearance that the first
pose evolves smoothly into the second pose. This helps increase the
search space fidelity by incorporating a simple second order linear
Coarse Search Space

We focused on human topology key-frame libraries.
However, since some of the feature classification methods are topology independent, for instance, energy and Fourier frequency decomposition, our approach should be applicable to a diverse set of
motion analysis systems, such as, animals like quadrupeds.
Limitations
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Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel approach for searching and categorizing large unstructured collections of character animation libraries to identify targeted features. Combining different feature
searches, such as, Fourier frequency harmonics, centre-of-mass velocity, and frame-frame displacement, reduces the search error. We
showed various experiments to demonstrate the practicality of our
automated approach. Our solution is generic and flexible in the

sense that it allows for expansion and customization to fit a variety of character animation searches. The searching and classifying of different key-frame motion segments goes beyond an artistic
tool (i.e., for generating new animations). For example, reducing
the error means the technique would allow medical practitioners to
search pre-recorded patient movements for ailments. Notwithstanding, key-frame character animations does not just include ‘bipeds’
but can be extended to a variety of skeleton animation topologies.
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